K-12 STUDIO TOURS

During a Studio Tour at the Hunter, your students will be able to create art and tour the Hunter in one visit. Studio Tours are led by docents and usually take 90 minutes for most groups. Limit 40 students due to studio capacity.

$7 per student (includes materials)  Title 1 and Partner Schools receive a discounted rate

PRE-K - 2ND GRADE

The American Landscape – From the many paintings of the American landscape on our walls to the views seen from our windows, the Hunter is filled with images of the land. We’ll look at these views to learn about spatial relationships including horizon lines, foreground, middle, and background. Then, use this new information in the studios to create your own landscape.

Hunter Elements – How do artists use line, shape and color in different ways to make a work of art? How do they fit together? Explore how artists combine the elements and principles of design to make unique works of art and then use a variety of materials to make your own creation in our studios.

3RD GRADE – 5TH GRADE

What’s the Story? – Find a story hidden in Hunter paintings as we discuss the tales the artists are telling. We will identify literary elements, such as character, setting, and plot to “read” the paintings and make our own story telling accordion book in the studios.

Art off the Wall – How do you make something look 3D? What kinds of materials do you use to make the artwork stand up? Explore various kinds of sculpture and materials artists use to create them by viewing sculptural works in our permanent collection. Discuss elements of design in sculpture from foundation to balance and create your own sculpture in our studios.

6TH GRADE – 12TH GRADE

Symbols in America – Symbolic imagery can be a subtle (or not so subtle!) means of communicating ideas in both art and literature. Explore examples of symbols in our permanent collection, then used mixed media to express ideas symbolically in your own work of art.

American Journeys - In this studio students will discuss the changes a new citizen might face when they immigrate to an unfamiliar country. Students will make journals in which they can share through writing and drawing their experiences with similar changes and challenges.

Schedule a tour today at HUNTERMUSEUM.ORG/TOURS

For more information or assistance please call 423.752.09 or email our Education Coordinator at tours@huntermuseum.org